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Abstract—A common via filter is investigated and designed by
using a proposed scalable lumped circuit model. The model-based
result of the filter agrees well with that of the measurement.
An ultra-compact open-ground spiral filter is proposed based
on the common via filter. The open-ground spiral resonators
are used to design second-order and fourth-order bandpass fil-
ters. The filter layouts, which affect filter performance in both
passband and stopband, are investigated. The advantages of the
open-ground spiral filter include not only its ultra-compact size
(only � ��� � � ��� �) but also its additional transmission
zero points and controllable stopband.

Index Terms—Bandpass filter, odd- and even-mode, open-
ground spiral resonator, scalable circuit model, separate electric
and magnetic coupling paths, zero point.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the expanding applications of mobile radio commu-
nication, a compact size and low cost of passive filters

have become very important for miniaturized communication
systems. Many publications in the literature have reported on
how to reduce the filter size without sacrificing the filter per-
formance [1]–[13]. Normally, a quarter-wavelength resonator
[10], [11] has a smaller size as compared to the half-wave-
length resonator [1]–[3] or dual-mode ring resonator [4], [5].
Recently, the common via configuration filter with source-load
coupling was introduced in [14] to reduce the filter size and
improve the performance. A novel method of separate electric
and magnetic coupling paths (SEMCP) for designing a minia-
turized filter with additional zero points was proposed and in-
vestigated in a previous paper [15]. Spiral resonators [13] have
emerged as one of the most compact resonators [1]. They are
competitive in both the size and the Q-factor against hairpin
resonators [2], [3], [13], including those which have stepped
impedance and are folded into a quarter of their total length.
Although the spiral resonator with two open ends [13] is inves-
tigated extensively, little work has been reported on the design
issue of a spiral resonator with open-ground ends, which occu-
pies much less size as compared to the spiral resonator with two
open ends under the same operating frequency. In this paper, the
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Fig. 1. Second-order filter configuration and its equivalent circuit model.
(a) Filter configuration. (b) Equivalent lumped circuit model.

filter with open-ground spiral resonators will be analyzed and
designed. Different filter layout configurations, which lead to
different filter spectrum responses, are also investigated for the
first time. A frequency-variant equivalent lumped circuit model
is proposed to investigate and design the common via filters and
it is also helpful to understand the operation of the common via
open-ground spiral filters.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), a microstrip common via bandpass
filter is introduced. It consists of two quarter-wavelength res-
onators and a ground via which is shared by the two resonators
along a symmetrical ground reference plane. The ground via
provides grounding connections for two quarter-wavelength
resonators and generates the required inter-stage coupling for
the filter simultaneously. The filter is designed by using a fre-
quency-variant inductance–capacitance (LC) equivalent lumped
circuit model as shown in Fig. 1(b). The frequency-variant char-
acteristics of resonating elements and interstage coupling of
the filter are included in the scalable LC circuit model. The
good agreement of the measurement and simulation results
demonstrates that the proposed frequency-variant LC model is
applicable for both the analysis and the design. Based on the
common via filter, an open-ground spiral resonator is intro-
duced to realize the second-order and fourth-order bandpass
filters with ultra-compact size. The layout effect on the filter
performance in both the passband and the stopband is inves-
tigated. The realized filters demonstrate good selectivity and
achieve additional zero points in the stopband.

The paper is arranged as follows: In Section II, the common
via bandpass filter and its frequency-variant equivalent circuit
model are introduced. The expressions of the element values
in equivalent circuit model are derived by using theory of the
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transmission line. In Section III, based on the equivalent circuit
model, the odd- and even-mode analysis is used to discuss the
coupling characteristics, external quality factors, as well as
transmission responses. In Section IV, second-order common
via filters with open-ground spirals are investigated, designed,
and testified by the experiment. In Section V, fourth-order
common via open-ground spiral filters are investigated based
on full-wave analysis. The fourth-order filters are designed and
fabricated to further demonstrate the advantages. The paper is
concluded in Section VI.

II. SCALABLE MODEL OF FILTER

According to the transmission line theory, the input admit-
tance of a lossless open-end stub, having characteristic admit-
tance of , propagation constant of , and physical
length of , as shown in Fig. 1(a), is given by

(1)

where is the equivalent length of the open-end effect as given
in the Appendix. The input admittance can be modeled by an
admittance of an equivalent capacitance in (1). The equivalent
capacitance can be calculated by

(2)

For a section of lossless transmission line with a length of ,
the transfer matrix is given by

(3)

The above transmission line section can also be modeled as an
equivalent LC -network (one inductor with two shunt capaci-
tors on each side of the inductor). The equivalent inductance
and capacitance can be determined by

(4)

(5)

The single ground via can be modeled as lumped elements [17],
[18]. For the range of ( is the thickness of the sub-
strate, and is the guided wavelength), an accurate and rela-
tive simple closed-form equation for the equivalent inductance
is given by [17]

(6)

where is the radius of the via. From the above analysis, the
structure in Fig. 1(a) can be modeled as a lumped equivalent
circuit, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The capacitance is calculated
by

(7)

Since distributed characteristics of transmission lines and fringe
field effects at the open ends are considered in the deduction,
the filter in Fig. 1(a) can be modeled by a frequency-variant LC
network as shown in Fig. 1(b) under lossless conditions with the
same accuracy as the transmission line simulators.

III. MODEL-BASED FILTER DESIGN

By using even- and odd-mode analysis [6], the odd- and even-
mode resonant frequencies of the filter model in Fig. 1(b) can
be determined by (8) and (9), respectively

(8)

(9)

where can be calculated by

(10)

The center frequency of the bandpass filter can be approximated
by averaging the even- and odd-mode frequencies [9] as

(11)

The coupling between the two resonators is characterized by
the coupling coefficient [8], [9], which can be computed by
using the knowledge of the even- and odd-mode frequencies

(12)

For a narrow-band operation, the external Q-factor (13) of the
tapped line quarter-wavelength resonator can be extracted from
the circuit model as

(13)

where is the admittance of the source. The interstage cou-
pling parameter for second-order quarter-wavelength filter func-
tion is given by [8]

(14)

where and are the element values of the low pass filter
prototype, and denotes the fractional bandwidth. The required
value of coupling is computed using (14). This value of coupling
is used to find the proper dimensions of the element impedance

using (6) and (12).
The external Q-factor of the resonator is given by [8]

(15)

The value is used to determine the position of the tape feed
using (13).

The above model-based derivation is convenient for the initial
design of the filter. To get the frequency response for the whole
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Fig. 2. Comparison of model-based design results and experiment results of
filter: � � ���� mm, � � ����� mm, � � �� � ��� mm, � � ��� mm.

frequency range, two-port network parameters are used and the
transfer matrix of the model in Fig. 1(b) can be calculated by

(16)

where

(17)

(18)

(19)

The transmission and reflection characteristics can be deter-
mined by

(20)

(21)

where is the characteristic impedance of the input/output
(I/O) feed lines.

The RT/Duroid 6010 laminates from Rogers Corporation
with relative permittivity of and thickness of 0.635
mm is used in our design and analysis. The model-based simu-
lations are performed in Matlab 6.5 from Mathworks, Inc. The
effect of the open ends on filters performance shows that there
is a slight shift down of the operating frequency. From our
investigation, the frequency responses can be accurately charac-
terized even above the second passband. The frequency-variant
lumped LC model, whose characteristics are different from
the traditional frequency-invariant lumped LC model, can
accurately describe the characteristics of the filter. In Fig. 2, the
model-based results are compared with the measured results.
Both results are in good agreement in the passband as well as
in the stopband. The measured specifications of the filter are:
operating frequency 1.94 GHz, 3-dB bandwidth, 160 MHz, and
insertion loss 1.75 dB. The stopband attenuation is larger than
30 dB from 2.12 to 2.56 GHz. The rejection at the first zero
point of 2.15 GHz and the second zero point of 2.4 GHz are 33
and 47 dB, respectively.

Fig. 3. Comparison of theoretical results with and without electric coupling
capacitor and experiment results of the proposed filter.

Fig. 4. Configurations of second-order open-ground spiral filter. (a) Inverse
layout. (b) Confront layout.

Note: � represents direction of vector current with time count of 0.25.

However, the measured results show two zero points in the
high stopband, while the model-based results have only one
deep zero point at the high stopband. Meanwhile, the bandwidth
of the model-based results is a little larger than that of the mea-
sured results in the high passband. The discrepancies are fur-
ther investigated. It is found that the weak mutual coupling in
the space, which is mainly dominant by electric coupling, can
shift down the odd-mode frequency and is not considered in the
model-based circuit design. So, the operating bandwidth of the
measurement is a little reduced as compared to that of the sim-
ulation. The dominant magnetic coupling and the weak electric
coupling in space cancel out in the high stopband. Thus, the ad-
ditional zero point in the high stopband is generated [15]. To
demonstrate this effect, a small capacitor with a capacitance of
0.013 pF is added between the two open ends. In Fig. 3, the
simulated results of the filter with and without the capacitor
are compared with the measured result. The small capacitance,
which represents the weak electronic coupling of the two res-
onators through the space, can shift down the odd-mode fre-
quency. It can also reduce the bandwidth and increase the skirt
selectivity by generating additional zero point Zp1.

IV. SECOND-ORDER FILTER REALIZATION

To reduce the size of the filter in Fig. 1(a), the quarter-wave-
length resonators are wound as dual-spiral configuration as
demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. Each spiral,
called open-ground spiral, has a short end and an open end. The
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Fig. 5. Comparison of loss factors of open-ground spiral filters in Fig. 4(a)
and 4(b). Dimension Fig. 4(a): trace width �� � ���� mm, gap between two
adjacent trace � � ��� mm, � � ���� mm, � � ��� mm, � � ��� mm.
Dimension Fig. 4(b): trace width �� � ���� mm, gap between two adjacent
trace � � ��� mm, � � ���	 mm, � � ��� mm, � � ��� mm, distance
between two spiral � � ���
 mm.

wound metal traces of the open-ground spirals introduce com-
plex distributed effect. Its interaction with adjacent traces and
spirals, including mutual capacitance and mutual inductance,
are increased. The circuit model in Fig. 1(b) can be applied to
get the approximate operating frequency of the spiral resonator
and filter. For an accurate design, a full-wave electromagnetic
(EM) simulator HFSS [16] is employed to investigate the filters
in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Most of the analysis is qualitative, since
the fields are three dimensional. They are not easily analyzed,
except those by computer simulation, which are well docu-
mented in [8] and [9]. The loss factors
of the two filters in Fig. 4(a) and (b) are compared in Fig. 5.
At the operating frequencies, both filters have return loss better
than 13 dB. It is interesting to note that the loss factors at
the operating frequencies are dramatically different. From the
current distribution at the operating frequencies, it can be found
that the difference comes from the mutual magnetic coupling
between two spiral resonators. For the inverse layout illustrated
in Fig. 4(a), the mutual magnetic coupling between resonators
1 and 2 is enhanced according to the current distribution and
the Faraday’s law. Thus, the radiation loss is reduced. However,
for the confront layout, the mutual magnetic flux between
resonators 1 and 2 in Fig. 4(b) is cancelled by the self magnetic
flux of the resonator. This will increase the radiation and the
eddy-current loss. The confront layout is not good for the filter
design and it will not be elaborated upon further. The inverse
layout in Fig. 4(a) is an obvious advantage for the filter design.
The results of the second-order filter in Fig. 4(a) with 10%
fractional bandwidth are compared in Fig. 6. The simulated
and measured results are in close agreement. The simulated
results with and without metal cover (the height of the shielding
box is 6 mm) demonstrate that shielding has less of an effect
on the performance of the filter. The filter characteristics are
shown in Fig. 6. The generation of additional zero points can
be interpreted by the canceling effect in separate electric and
magnetic coupling paths as discussed in [15]. The qualitative
analysis of the zero points generation is quite complex. The
measured minimum insertion loss of the filter is only 1.8 dB and
the return loss in passband is better than 15 dB. The rejection of

Fig. 6. Comparison of simulated and measured results of second-order open-
ground spiral bandpass filter.

Fig. 7. Two configurations of fourth-order open-ground spiral filters. (a) Hy-
brid layout. (b) Inverse layout.

Note: � represents direction of vector current with time count of 0.25.

the two zero points in low and high stopbands are 53 and 37 dB,
respectively. The occupied active area (without considering the
I/O feed lines) is only ( is the free space
wavelength at the operating frequency).

V. FOURTH-ORDER FILTER REALIZATION

The open-ground spiral resonators are also used to
build up two fourth-order bandpass filters, as illustrated in
Fig. 7(a) and (b). The initial coupling parameters for filter
design can be synthesized from the general coupling matrix and
the interstage coupling coefficient between the open-ground
spiral resonators can be determined by the resonant frequencies
using the full wave EM extraction procedure [9]. The passband
characteristics are mainly decided by the coupling parameters
of the coupling matrix, while the stopband characteristics are
determined not only by the coupling parameters but also by the
layout of the resonators and filter. That is because the interstage
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Fig. 8. Simulated results of two fourth-order open-ground spiral filters. Di-
mensions of open-ground spiral: trace width �� � ���� mm, gap between
two adjacent trace � � ��� mm, � � ��� mm—for Fig. 7(a): � � ��� mm;
� � ����mm, � � ���	mm and for Fig. 7(b): � � 	��mm, � � �
��mm,
� � ��	 mm.

coupling between any two open-ground spiral resonators is fre-
quency dependent. Moreover, both the cross-coupled resonators
and resonators with the separate electric and magnetic coupling
paths [15] can generate additional zero points in the stopband.
The coupling characteristics of the adjacent open-ground spiral
resonators are difficult to analyze qualitatively. The full wave
EM results of two layout conditions are compared in Fig. 8.
Both bandpass filters have the center operating frequency of
0.98 GHz. The filter in Fig. 7(b) has lower insertion loss (1.8
dB) in the passband and deeper rejection in high stopband
than the filter in Fig. 7(a) (insertion loss of 3.2 dB). The good
stopband characteristics of the filter in Fig. 7(b) are due to the
canceling effect of the separate electric and magnetic coupling
paths [15], which introduces additional zero points in the low
stopband and the high stopband. The low insertion loss in the
passband is because of the inverse layout, where mutual mag-
netic coupling between any two adjacent open-ground spiral
resonators (denoted as resonators 1, 2, 3, 4) is enhanced and
relative low radiation loss is achieved. The hybrid filter layout
in Fig. 8(a) has an inverse layout between resonators 1 and 2
as well as between resonators 3 and 4. But the confront layout
between resonators 1 and 4 as well as between resonators 2
and 3, as discussed in Section IV, has more loss compared to
inverse layout.

The EM results with and without cover (the height of the
shielding cover is still 6 mm) are compared with the measured
results of the filter in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 9 shows that the simulated
results are in good agreement with the measured results, and
the cover effect on the filter performance is mainly at the zero
point in the low stopband below 0.6 GHz. Two additional zero
points are generated and the rejection and rolloff in low stop-
band are quite good. The measured results of the fourth-order
filter are shown in Fig. 9. The measured insertion loss is around
4.2 dB, the return loss is better than 15 dB, and the rejection
in low stopband is better than 49 dB. The size of the fabricated
fourth-order bandpass filter occupies an active area as small as

cm cm . The filter
in Fig. 7(b) is not fabricated. However, by comparing the sim-
ulated results in Fig. 8 and the measured results in Fig. 9, the

Fig. 9. Comparison of simulated and measured results of fourth-order open-
ground spiral filter.

insertion loss of the filter in Fig. 7(b) is expected to be around
2.8 dB.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a scalable model for the common via filter is in-
troduced. The open-ground spiral filters are proposed based on
the common via filter. The zero point generation mechanism of
the second-order filters and fourth-order filters is investigated.
The radiation characteristics of the filters with different layouts
are compared and discussed. The second-order and fourth-order
planar bandpass filters operating around 900 MHz with ultra-
compact size are implemented on low-cost printed circuit boards
(PCBs). The open-ground spiral filter can also be built using su-
perconducting technology to further improve the filter perfor-
mance [13].

APPENDIX

At the open end of a microstrip line with width and sub-
strate thickness , the field does not stop abruptly but extends
slightly further due to the effect of the fringing field [18]. This
effect can be modeled as an equivalent transmission line with
length

(22)

where

For the range of and , the accuracy
is better than 0.2%.
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